
Is my child ready for MSLW?

The question of ‘readiness’ is by far the most common concern for parents as they consider this tutorial.  The 
good news is, the answer is most likely ‘YES’!  The spectrum of skills and abilities we see in the MSLW sections is 
vast, and we find this mix actually works very well for students at different stages of growth.  

Age:  If your child is between the ages of 11 and 13, they are on target for joining MSLW.  Exceptions have been 
made in both directions for precocious 10 year olds and 14 year olds that require more practice at this level of 
learning, but the vast majority of students are 11, 12 and 13.  Talk with a tutor to find out whether your child is an 
exception to the rule.

Writing skills:

 Some students come to MSLW at the very early stages of learning to write, just beginning to put paragraphs 
together.  Others have already written their first novel!  Either way, these students are welcome in MSLW and can 
take on the role of setting a high bar for others to emulate in their writing, or as new writers who receive 
encouraging support and inspiration from the more experienced.  We work hard to make this mix work in the 
context of a safe space for sharing.  Even the most experienced writers grow as they write for an eager audience, 
and even early writers realize they have the “ears” and taste to offer helpful feedback to the more experienced.  
We’ve seen amazing growth in all types of writers, largely because the bulk of feedback on each piece of writing is 
given in extensive comments offered by the tutor.  This targets individualized goals and skills for each young 
writer.

Reading skills:  

Assignments at the beginning of the year tend to be about 50 pages long, with language that is easier to handle.  As 
the year progresses, the style and syntax becomes more complex, and by the end of the year we are reading as 
many as 100 pages per week.  However, plenty of help is given to help students plan how to break the reading up 
into manageable chunks, and we welcome the use of audio books and family read aloud time as a way to help less 
voracious readers complete their assignments.

Community skills:

Many students come to MSLW never having participated in such a formal group-learning experience.  This is 
fine!  Plenty of scaffolding is offered to help form a working learning community that is safe, supportive, and 
inspiring.  As long as students come willing to be respectful of others (or are open to being directed in this way), 
they will do fine in MSLW.  Other students arrive having been either in schools or other group- learning 
opportunities, and their leadership in group situations is welcomed and encouraged.  Even the most shy students 
can ‘flower’ in this loving environment, where we attempt to help all students see the face of Christ in their peers.

Parent involvement:  

Your support as a parent can make or break your child’s experience in MSLW.  If you know that your student is 
coming as a newer reader and writer with lots of growing to do, your role at home may be more involved.  Or, if 
your student comes to the table with many organizational, reading and writing skills in place, it could be that you 
can truly hand over the reins to the MSLW tutor.  Tutors are happy to work with parents to discern where their 
student’s needs require help, and where true learning independence can be achieved.  Our goal for all of our 
MSLW students is to move forward from wherever their skill level is when they arrive.  Your help and guidance at 
home, based on the suggestions of the tutor, will help your student to arrive at this desired independence.  


